
Mincher Koeman Law Chambers is looking to hire a lawyer. We are looking for a lawyer preferably with 
3+ years of litigation and family law experience. Any interested lawyer must be technologically savvy 
and keen to work in a technologically advanced firm. 
  
Since being founded in 2017, Mincher Koeman has invested heavily in technology and processes, that 
allow our lawyers to work remotely with ease.  When COVID-19 lockdowns occurred, Mincher Koeman 
was already paperless and was able to transition to work fully remotely without delay, for all staff. 
  
All client information, appointments, phone calls and emails are tracked by our case management 
system, which integrates directly with Office 365. If you need to create a letter or form on a file, the firm 
has invested in technology which allows for auto generation of standard forms, letters and clauses all 
with the client's information, saving the lawyer time and improving accuracy. 
  
Billing is easy. When you send an email, make a phone call or start drafting a letter, the system prompts 
you to bill that time against a file.  This assists all staff to “remember” to bill their time and not lose 
hours because they are busy with multiple matters. 
  
Forget carrying bankers’ boxes of files home! Mincher Koeman has invested in training and technology 
to ensure all documents are saved electronically, tracking time and date received and using powerful 
document management systems to ensure easy flawless access to all documents and precedents at the 
touch of a button, meaning that lawyers can access the entire client file electronically from anywhere in 
the world. 
  
All this is supported by offsite virtual servers with minimal downtime,  advanced IT security and 24/7 IT 
Support. 
  
Due to our paperless system and investment in technology, lawyers at Mincher Koeman truly can work 
remotely with ease. Staff are provided with laptops to allow them access to all the firm technology. 
Assistance is provided to ensure home work settings are secure if required. 
  
All office staff are managed and trained to ensure they are consistently providing support to lawyers, 
and to ensure documents are tracked and saved, consistently and expeditiously. 
  
  
If you are looking to take your family law practice online, to have true flexibility in your work day and the 
ability to work when are where you choose while increasing your efficiency, then Mincher Koeman may 
be the place for you. 
  
We offer a competitive compensation and benefits package, a relaxed and casual working environment 
and mentoring from our Partners. 
  
If this sounds right for you, please email Lynsey Mincher at lmincher@mincherkoeman.com with your 
resume 
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